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Having published two selections 
of his narratives three words or less 
in Minimal Fictions (1994) and Micro 
Stories (2010), Richard Kostelanetz 
in FictionFields: Microscopic Narratives 
collects those not previously booked.
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During the 1960s, painters and sculp-
tors continued to exclude subject matter 
and soar away into purer and purer 
realms of logical fantasy, intellectual 
elaborations based almost exclusively 
on logic and reason, mathematics and 
geometry. It used numbers to organize; 
it excluded motion and symbolism, 
turning instead to arithmetical series, 
algebraic compounds, and modular ar-
rangements in almost mystical propor-
tions. T he appeal was to the mind, to 
engage the intellect alone.
 —C. Ray Smith, 
 Supermannerism (1977)
 

Literature is a combinatorial game that 
pursues the possibilities implicit in 
its own material, independent of the 
personality of the poet. But it is a game 
that at a certain point is invested with 
an unexpected meaning, a meaning 
found not on the linguistic plane on 
which we were working, but slipped in 
form another level, activating some-
thing that is of great concern to the 
author or his society.
 —Italo Calvino,                
Readers, Writers and 
              Literary Machines (1967)
 





Dedicated to the memory of 
Gustave Flaubert 
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PR EFACE
About experiences that happened I write 
essays; my fictions portray what hasn’t 
happened.
  For decades now I’ve wanted to write the 
shortest narratives anyone has ever written. 
Though the words here might be common, 
the frame in which they appear is not, the 
frame thereby bestowing conceptional 
resonances the words wouldn’t otherwise 
have. One measure of fiction is the sug-
gestion of duration. Within three words or 
less I’ve tried to suggest beginning, middle, 
and end.
  Every effort was made to exclude all 
those previously appearing in my Minimal 
Fictions (1994) and Micro Fictions (2010).
 —Richard Kostelanetz
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Perseverance.

Persiflage.

Living.

Residents vacating residences.

Coronation.

Itinerary.

Future from past.

Remonstrate.
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Liberating libertines.

Masochism.

Progeny.

Colloquium.

Stratagem.

Teeter.

Scuttle.

Satiate.
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Baseball game.

Farblondjet.

Inchoate.

Dependency.

Discovering sodomy.

Exasperate.

Collage.

Stunt.
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Abrogate.

Slit.

Rummage.

Fecundate.

Divorce again.

Decoding secrets.

D i s r e g a r d i n g  c h i l d r e n .

Surfeit.
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Self-starting

Calibrations.

Finding one’s fortune.

Encapsulate.

Crunch.

High-school class reunion.

Inflation.

Rescue.




